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Mark L. Horwitz
Law Offices of Mark L. Horwitz, P.A.
FOCUS: Mr. Horwitz concentrates on white-collar defense
and is certified as a criminal trial specialist. For over 30
years he has defended people charged with federal crimes
such as tax evasion, securities fraud, healthcare fraud, wire
fraud, money laundering, bank and mortgage fraud. In state
court he defends those charged with crimes such as drug
possession, sex crimes, battery, organized fraud and theft.
EDUCATION: Graduated with high honors from the University of Florida majoring in economics. Distinguished military
graduate from the ROTC program, and received a commission in the United States Army obtaining the rank of captain. Graduated with a J.D. degree with honors from the
University of Florida College of Law. HONORS: Fellow of the
American College of Trial Lawyers, AV Preeminent rated by
Martindale-Hubbell, listed in Best Lawyers in America, listed
in Super Lawyers, Past President George C. Young First Central Florida Inn of Court, Order of the Coif and certified by the
National Board of Trial Advocacy in Criminal Trial Advocacy
and by the Florida Bar as a specialist in Criminal Trial Law.
HANDLING DIFFICULT CASES: Handling complex whitecollar defense presents unique problems. Mr. Horwitz utilizes
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cutting-edge computer litigation support as well as a team
of lawyers and paralegals to develop all legal and factual
defenses. Finding the critical documents is often a daunting
task. According to Mr. Horwitz, “Handling cases that involve
hundreds of thousands of documents requires not only the
latest computer technology but also the experience to utilize
that technology to present a persuasive defense.” GREATEST PROFESSIONAL GOALS: To preserve our clients’ liberty
and to prevent innocent people from being wrongfully convicted. CHARITABLE WORK: Supports Canine Companions
for Independence, UF College of Law, UF College of Medicine, Orange County Bar Indigent Program. DURING OFF
HOURS: Motorcycle riding and snow skiing.
CONTACT INFORMATION:
The Law Offices of Mark L. Horwitz, P.A.
17 East Pine St.
Orlando, FL 32801
Phone: 407-843-7733
Email: mark@mlhorwitzlaw.com
Website: mlhorwitzlaw.com

